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Chapter 4311 Proposal to Annul the Engagement  

What is she hoping for?  

Is she hoping that he also genuinely likes her as much as she does?  

But the answer he just gave is the most realistic one.  

The chances of two people like Chandler and Tina, who have been engaged since childhood, actually 

liking each other are already very slim.  

So she used to envy Tina a lot, envying the harmony between Tina and Chandler.  

Even though they were both engaged at a young age, their feelings for each other were completely 

different.  

When Tina lost her memory and the news of her divorce from Chandler came out, she felt regret and 

sadness for a long time, as if something beautiful in her heart had been shattered.  

Fortunately, Tina has now taken steps forward again, heading towards Chandler.  

Hopefully, this time, Tina and Chandler will truly have a good  

outcome.  

“You don’t have to take me, I can take a taxi back to school myself,” Harley tried to force a smile, hiding 

her disappointment, not wanting him to see any clues.  

With that, Harley turned around, intending to leave the private  

room.  

But before she could take two steps, Lornell grabbed her arm, saying, “I’ll take you to school. Otherwise, 

if something happens to you on the way, I wouldn’t be able to explain.”  

These were just ordinary words, but as Harley listened, her heart sank even further.  

If something happened to her, would he only be concerned about having to explain? Instead of being 

sad, worried, or anxious for her?  

So, does that mean he truly doesn’t love her, or rather, he has no desire for her at all?  

Is there really a need to maintain such a marriage contract?  

What does their engagement mean to him?  

Harley didn’t say anything else, but obediently followed Lornell to the front of the car and got in.  

They remained silent throughout the journey, and as the car was approaching the school, Harley 

suddenly spoke up, “How about we call off the engagement?”  

Lornell’s body suddenly stiffened: “What are you saying?”  



“I said, how about we call off the engagement?” Harley repeated.  

Lornell’s thin lips tightened, but she didn’t say a word.  

The car continued to drive forward as if she hadn’t said anything  

just now.  

The silence was filled with an inexplicable sense of repression.  

When the car stopped in front of the school gate, Lornell suddenly spoke, “Why did you call off the 

engagement? Haven’t you always loved me?””  

In fact, if she had asked to get married immediately after reaching the marriageable age, he wouldn’t 

have been surprised.  

However, she insisted on breaking off the engagement.  

Harley looked at Lornell in disbelief and suddenly smiled bitterly. He had known all along!  

Lornell had always known that she had a crush on him!  

“Well, I have always liked you,” she took a deep breath, “but I realized that your feelings towards me 

may not be what I want. The engagement between us has become a kind of bondage, so I want to break 

it off.”  

“I have never said that this engagement is a bondage to me,” he  

She lowered her head and thought to herself: That’s because, to him, this engagement is the best shield, 

blocking the entanglement of those women who annoy him.  

“You can get out of the car. I can pretend that I didn’t hear what you said today. The Quentin family’s 

engagement is not something that can be undone just by saying it!” Lornell said coldly.  

“But I…” she wanted to say something else.  

Lornell’s face became even colder: “Get out of the car!” 

Chapter 4312 Envy for Parents’ Love  

Harley could only awkwardly get out of the car, then watched as Lornell’s car drove away directly in 

front of her.  

Breaking off the engagement… she never really expected that one day she would have the guts to say 

those words to him.  

But it was something that had crossed her mind repeatedly.  

She used to be afraid, afraid that he would never love her, afraid that one day he would be the one to 

propose breaking off the engagement.  

But now, it was she who brought it up first.  

She really admires the love between her mom and dad.  



Even though her mom has a disability in one leg, her dad still loves her so much. She has heard many 

people say that her ordinary mom is not worthy of her dad.  

As the head of the Hart family, known as the god of the entertainment industry, many women want to 

flatter and climb up to her dad.  

But her dad never pays any attention to those women, his eyes only have her mom.  

Harley even remembers when she was a child, she once accidentally saw her dad bending over, gently 

washing her  

mom’s feet, and finally kissing her mom’s scarred and limping  

leg!  

Dad said that Mom’s leg was injured because of him, but  

Mom said it wasn’t true. She just saved someone she wanted to help, and it had nothing to do with 

Dad.  

Because of the beautiful love between Mom and Dad, she has  

always longed for it since she was young.  

However, reality has proven that not everyone is lucky enough.  

to have a mutual affection.  

She met someone she liked, but unfortunately, that person didn’t feel the same way about her. Maybe 

she should let go of this relationship, and break off the engagement.  

This way, she can free herself, not just for her own sake, but  

also for Lornell’s sake.  

Besides, she won’t have to feel jealous watching others show interest in Lornell while she’s still engaged 

to him.  

Jealousy is a terrible emotion that can make someone feel unlike themselves.  

“Hey, still looking at your fiancé’s car? He’s long gone! It was Lornell who dropped you off at school 

earlier,” a hand patted Harley’s shoulder and said to her.  

Harley turned to look and saw Karen Snee, her college  

classmate.  

However, the two had actually known each other for quite some time. After all, they were both part of 

the upscale circle  

in Emerald City. They had a good relationship before and  

even studied the same major in college.  

“Hmm,” Harley responded and walked into the campus together with Karen.  



“What does your fiancé’s family do?” Karen asked curiously. “That car is a limited edition, not something 

an ordinary family  

can afford.”  

And being engaged to the Hart family, it should be a rather extraordinary family, logically speaking.  

However, in the upper-class society of Emerald City, there happens to be no Quentin family.  

Over the years, Karen hasn’t been able to find out much about  

the Quentin family. She only knows that her friend’s fiancé is a medical student, and everyone in his 

family is involved in  

medicine. They can be considered a medical dynasty.  

“You know, they’re doctors,” Harley said.  

After all, the Quentin family is a member of the Crypt families,  

and there aren’t many people who truly know the details  

about them.  

“Is that it?” Karen blinked her eyes.  

“That’s it,” said Harley, shrugging.  

“So, have you been to his house? Where is it?” Karen asked  

again.  

“No,” Harley replied, “I haven’t been to his house, and I don’t  

know where it is.”  

“Not even once?”  

Not even once!  

Karen looked at her friend in shock and whispered, “You’ve been engaged to him for so many years, and 

yet you don’t even know where his family is, and you’ve never been there. It’s truly amazing!”  

Chapter 4313 Saving a Life  

Harley lowered her head slightly because even though she was engaged to Lornell, she was still 

considered an outsider  

to the Quentin family.  

She didn’t actually know much about the Quentin family.  

As they walked into the campus and headed towards the dormitory, suddenly a noise came from a dark 

corner. Then,  



Harley heard someone say, “If you dare to seduce my woman, believe me, I’ll destroy you!”  

“I… I didn’t…” a weak voice spoke up.  

Another sound of fists hitting: “Didn’t? Then why does my woman keep staring at you all the time? Do 

you think you’re so great just because you’re good-looking? Well, today I’ll make your face more 

interesting and see if any woman still likes your face.”  

Harley listened, furrowing her brows. She was about to step forward, but her friend Karen held her back. 

“Don’t go, the person speaking is a notorious troublemaker in school. It’s not worth getting involved 

with him.”  

Despite furrowing her brows, Harley shook off her friend’s  

hand and walked over.  

What caught her eye was a skinny teenager, being pinned against the wall by another boy. The boy 

pinning him down. held a knife in his hand, gesturing menacingly in front of the teenager’s face as if he 

was about to slash it harshly at any  

moment.  

However, the teenager didn’t seem as afraid as Harley had  

imagined. Rather than being scared, it seemed more like  

resignation. He didn’t even struggle, as if he was simply waiting for the cruel fate to descend upon him.  

“Stop!” Harley shouted.  

Suddenly, all the people at the scene turned their gaze towards her, including the boy.  

The boy holding the dagger looked at Harley and his eyes flickered. “Oh, who do we have here? It’s the 

Hart family’s little miss. What’s the matter? Are you here to play the damsel in distress?”  

Harley glanced at the beaten boy. He now had a completely battered and bruised appearance, and there 

was nothing remotely beautiful about him.  

“So what if I am?” Harley retorted. “If you release him, we can talk things out. But there’s no need for 

this kind of approach.  

This is a school, and if he really got hurt, you won’t be graduating either!”  

The boy’s face turned unpleasant. Harley was quite famous in  

the school, after all. With the support of the Hart family, she was recognized as the princess of the 

entertainment industry. Many people wanted to flatter and please her.  

After all, if we can get the resources of the Hart family, then in the entertainment industry, even if we 

can’t become top-tier stars, we’ll still have a good chance of making it to the A-list!  
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If it weren’t for Harley already having a fiancé, there would probably be a line of people chasing after 

her!  

“Consider yourself lucky!” The guy who got punched spat at the boy and left unwillingly.  

Harley walked up to the boy, looking at his face full of wounds, and noticed that he was looking at her.  

Although one of his eyes was swollen shut from the punch, the other eye that was uninjured was 

surprisingly beautiful, with long eyelashes and deep black irises, giving off a hint of allure.  

If this face can reduce swelling, it might actually look quite attractive. After all, it has a pair of captivating 

eyes!  

“I can help you once, but I can’t help you every time. If you  

haven’t done anything wrong and the other party is just  

picking on you, then you need to find a way to help yourself instead of resigning to your fate!” Harley 

spoke up.  

Chapter 4314 Unexpected Actions  

The other person stared at Harley in confusion.  

Helping oneself?  

Is there still a need for self-rescue in a life like his?  

A complete mess of misery, pitiful!  

And standing in front of him at this moment is a true princess!  

He knows of her existence, even in this school full of wealthy  

people, she still attracts attention.  

Because she is the princess of the Hart family, the daughter of  

the entertainment industry’s moguls that many people want to get close to.  

Many people want to flatter and please her!  

He used to think that such a person was far away from him and beyond his reach in his lifetime.  

But he didn’t expect that, at this very moment, the distance  

between them would be so close.  

Seeing the other party remain silent, just staring at her  

blankly, Harley furrowed her brow. She leaned in closer and asked, “Did you hear that?”  

The young man finally snapped out of it and awkwardly replied, “Yes, I heard.”  

“Then you should go to the hospital now,” she said. He had been beaten up and needed to see a doctor.  



“No need,” he quickly insisted, trying to leave.  

However, the place where he had just been hit was hurting badly. He took only two steps before 

stumbling and falling forward, about to hit the ground.  

Harley quickly reached out and offered, “How are you? Should  

I call a taxi to take you to the hospital?”  

After all, she had helped him before, so she wanted to help him completely!  

However, the other person refused again, saying, “No need.”  

“Don’t you want to go to the hospital? But your injury…”  

“I don’t have money. Going to the hospital costs a lot, it’s not necessary,” the boy said, lowering his 

head.  

Harley was taken aback. She wasn’t a princess who didn’t understand the hardships of the world. On the 

contrary,  

because of her mother’s humble background, she was well  

aware of the lives of ordinary people.  

However, in this school, most students came from wealthy  

families. Even those with poor family conditions wouldn’t be  

so destitute as to not afford medical treatment if they could  

attend this school.  

So when the boy in front of her said he couldn’t go to the hospital because he didn’t have money, she 

was truly stunned.  

“Thank you for helping me. Goodbye,” the boy said simply, intending to leave.  

But Harley didn’t let go of his hand.  

The boy looked at Harley with confusion.  

Harley said, “Let me take you to the hospital, I’ll pay for the medical expenses.”  

“What?” Karen exclaimed, “Harley, seriously? Just give him some money if he doesn’t have any. There’s 

no need for you to personally take him to the hospital.”  

The boy lowered his eyes, hiding a fleeting hint of sarcasm.  

People like them, who were wealthy, usually just used money to dismiss the poor.  

In their eyes, all the poor people need is money.  

He was about to refuse again when he heard Harley say, “I’l| take him to the hospital, Karen, you go 

ahead!”  



After saying that, Harley looked at the young boy and asked, “Are you okay? Can you still walk? I’ll 

support you and we can take a taxi to the school gate.”  

The young boy was stunned, and it took him a while to lift his head and look at Harley, nodding slightly.  

“Harley, why do you have to do this?” Karen kept nagging.  

Harley ignored her friend and supported the young boy, walking towards the school gate.  

Along the way, Harley’s act of supporting someone caught the attention of many passersby and made 

them curious about the identity of this young boy with a swollen and bruised face. They wondered how 

he could be supported by the princess of the Hart family!  

At the school gate, Harley hailed a taxi and took the boy to the hospital!  

Chapter 4315 Covered in injuries  

At the registration desk in the hospital, Harley asked the boy,  

“What’s your name?”  

“Calvert Elledge,” the boy replied.  

Harley wrote his name in the newly purchased medical record book, assigned him a number, and then 

accompanied him to  

wait in line outside the examination room.  

Calvert looked at Harley, who had been by his side all along  

and felt a different kind of emotion.  

He rarely came to the hospital because it was a luxury for him.  

Even on the few occasions he did come to the hospital, he came alone without anyone accompanying 

him!  

He used to envy those patients who had someone with them  

at the hospital, but gradually, he stopped feeling envious.  

Because he knew that envy was pointless. It would only make him complain more about the unfairness 

of fate, without  

bringing any change to his own life.  

And now, she is by his side.  

It didn’t take long before it was Calvert’s turn. At that moment,  

he even felt like time was too short.  

The doctor examined Calvert’s injuries and informed him that  

there was nothing serious, just a need for some ointment.  



As the doctor examined him, Calvert felt a bit embarrassed when he had to take off his shirt. Harley said, 

“Don’t be shy, it’s more important for the doctor to see the injuries!”  

Calvert took off his shirt, revealing a multitude of old scars that made Harley gasp.  

Besides the visible bruises from today’s beating, she never expected him to have so many old scars. It 

was as if he had been beaten since childhood.  

The doctor took a look and sighed, “You need to take care  

of your body from now on. It may not show now while you’re young, but you’ll know the pain when you 

get older!”  

Harley paid for Calvert’s medical expenses and handed him the medicine after picking it up.  

Calvert took the medicine and asked, “Do you find it disgusting?”  

“What?” She was taken aback and didn’t understand what he  

was asking.  

“You saw the injuries on my body just now, did you find them disgusting?”  

Disgusting? Harley didn’t feel that way. She was more  

surprised, and after the surprise, she felt a kind of sympathy towards him.  

She shook her head, “No after you take these medicines back, make sure to apply them properly.”  

“I will repay you for the cost of the medicines, although it may take some time,” he said awkwardly.  

“No need to repay me, I promised to help you with medical expenses. By the way, are you going back to 

school now or somewhere else?”  

“I’ll go home first,” he whispered.  

“Alright,” Harley said, hailing a taxi for Calvert outside the hospital. She then handed him $100 before he 

got in.  

“No need, I’ll take the bus back myself,” he hurriedly said.  

“You can barely walk steadily right now, so why don’t you take  

a taxi back? $100 should cover the fare. Take good rest!” After saying this, she stuffed him into a taxi, 

closed the door, and  

turned around to catch another taxi and leave.  

Calvert stared blankly at the departing taxi, feeling a mix of  

emotions.  

Chapter 4316 Nothing Can Change Anything  

“Where to?” the driver in the front asked Calvert for his address.  



Calvert took a while to come to his senses and then provided the address.  

20 minutes later, the taxi stopped at the entrance of a run-down alley in Emerald City. Calvert got out of 

the car and looked at the old houses in front of him. There were many beggars along the way, and trash 

was scattered everywhere.  

This place is known as the gathering place for the poor in Emerald City and is jokingly referred to as the 

slums of Emerald City. And he, grew up here since he was a child.  

When he was young, he didn’t think much of it, but as he grew older, he realized that people are truly 

different from one another.  

He used to believe that as long as he worked hard and had good grades, he could change everything.  

He studied hard and made sure his grades were always good, wanting to prove that even if he was born 

poor, he could still make something of himself.  

However, when he entered university, he realized that the gap  

was much bigger than he had imagined.  

Because of his excellent grades, the school waived his tuition fee, allowing him to attend this prestigious 

university.  

But it was precisely because of this that the disparity became more apparent. He discovered that there 

were many things that even good grades couldn’t change!  

As he walked into his old, dilapidated house filled with a smell of decay, he saw his father rummaging 

through boxes and cabinets, angrily muttering, “Why don’t we have any money? Why can’t we find even 

a single penny?”  

Seeing this scene, Calvert knew that his father had probably lost in gambling again. So now he was at 

home searching for money, wanting to find some to continue gambling.  

“Did you steal my money, you brat?” As soon as his son came back, Calvert’s father immediately 

grabbed his collar and loudly questioned.  

Calvert coldly replied, “Do you think you still have money for me to steal?”  

After listening to Calvert’s words, Calvert’s father forcefully pushed him away and said, “You, if it 

weren’t for me, how could you grow up like this? It’s all because I raised you!”  

After speaking, he continued searching in the house. Suddenly, Mr. Elledge seemed to have found 

something, a look of excitement flashed across his face. He grabbed that thing in his  

hand and hurriedly left!  

Calvert noticed that the pendant his father had just found belonged to his mother in the past. It was 

made of silver and wasn’t worth much, but for his father, even a little money was good at a time like 

this. It was all he had for gambling!  



Facing a father like this, it’s no wonder that his mother escaped from this household and even left him 

behind!  

Taking a glance around the dimly lit house, Calvert silently took out the medicine that Harley had given 

him from his pocket.  

Is this the compassion of the wealthy?  

That princess, so high and mighty, never would have expected to have any connection with someone 

like him one day.  

But the intersection, that’s as far as it goes.  

For him, the current life is just barely surviving, and each day on campus only makes him realize that he 

can’t change anything, including his own life!  

Three days later, Tina and Lornell crossed paths, and Lornell handed her a pill.  

“Take it!” Lornell said.  

Tina took the pill without hesitation.  

This action surprised Lornell a bit. “Aren’t you going to ask what  

this pill is?  

“Since it’s medication given by the Quentin family, there’s no  

need to ask. If anything happens to me, you’ll be implicated too,” Tina replied.  

Chapter 4317 Reunited Once Again  

I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw him standing in front of me. It had been years since we last saw 

each other, but it felt like only yesterday.  

“Is it really you?” I asked, my voice trembling with emotion.  

He smiled, that same charming smile that I remembered so well. “Yes, it’s me,” he replied, his voice 

deep and soothing.  

We stood there for a moment, just looking at each other, taking in every detail. The years had been kind 

to him, and he looked even more handsome than before.  

“I never thought I’d see you again,” I said, my heart overflowing with joy.  

“Me neither,” he said, his eyes never leaving mine.  

We talked for hours, catching up on everything that had happened since we last saw each other. It was 

like we were picking up where we left off as if no time had passed at all.  

As the sun began to set, we said our goodbyes, promising to keep in touch this time. I watched him walk 

away, feeling grateful for this unexpected reunion.  

Who knows what the future holds for us, but for now, I was just happy to have him back in my life.  



“This medicine is just a temporary sleeping pill that can help you sleep for a few hours. It won’t harm 

your body,” Lornell said. “But I have to make it clear, once I bring you into the Quentin family, no matter 

if you can change Chandler’s mind in the end, you must fulfill your promise to the Quentin family. If you 

and Chandler don’t have a second child, then you still have to provide your blood sample for the 

Quentin family to study.”  

“Okay,” Tina responded, without any objections.  

And soon, drowsiness crept in. Her eyelids slowly drooped, it seemed like the Quentin family’s medicine 

was working pretty fast.  

As long as she opened her eyes, she would be able to see Chandler… Tina thought to herself, letting the 

drowsiness take over her.  

Lornell glanced at Tina, who was sleeping in the back seat, and let out a disdainful laugh.  

It’s really confusing, why did she insist on getting a divorce before if she truly loves Chandler?  

When Chandler finally gave up, he wanted to win her back! But now, the price to pay is much higher 

than before.  

Emotions can be such a troublesome thing!  

As Lornell thought about it, Harley’s face flashed through his mind. He remembered her asking him if he 

liked her before.  

I don’t know why, but at this moment, just thinking about Harley’s expression, made him feel uneasy.  

Forget it, don’t think about it too much!  

Lornell said to himself, then drove towards the Quentin family.  

Tina felt like she had just woken up from a long dream. In the dream, she went back to the Stephenson 

family and didn’t resist Chandler’s advances. Instead, she naturally ended up with him, as if she hadn’t 

lost her memory at all.  

Even later, when I heard that Chandler had a curse on him, from the moment he approached her 

mother to when he proposed to her, it was all just to break the curse on the Hunter family.  

But in her dream, when she heard these words, she didn’t feel angry. Instead, she felt a pang of 

sadness.  

She hugged Chandler willingly and told him that she was willing to help him get rid of the curse and 

relieve his pain from now on.  

Then they successfully gave birth to their second child. With the curse lifted from his body, he no longer 

needed to endure the pain of the insects. Yet, he still loved her deeply, and their child as well…  

The dream was so blissful and wonderful that she didn’t want to wake up from it.  

If only she had made that choice back then, how much better  

*  



would it have been? Why couldn’t she see his love for her?  

Why did she think that his love for her was all fake, just for the sake of the parasite, for the curse?  

But even without the gu worms and curse, she believed he would still love her deeply.  

“Tina…” A familiar voice echoed in her ear.  

The voice sounded so familiar, like the one she couldn’t help but long for, so gentle…  

“Tina… Tina…” The voice continued to call out her name.  

Tina struggled to open her eyes, and the first thing she saw was a familiar face.  

“It’s Chandler!”  

Tina’s eyes widened in shock as she stared at the person in front of her. The scenes from her dream 

flashed through her mind once again.  

Finally, I met Chandler, the real Chandler!  

Tina’s eyes welled up with tears, streaming down her cheeks. She couldn’t hold back her emotions any 

longer.  

As it turns out, when she saw him again, she realized that she missed him so much!  

Chapter 4318 Meeting Him  

I finally got the chance to see him. It was a moment I had been eagerly waiting for, and my heart was 

racing with excitement. He was everything I had imagined and more.  

As I walked towards him, my mind was filled with a million thoughts. Would he like me? Would he even 

remember me? It had been so long since we last spoke.  

But as soon as our eyes met, all my doubts disappeared. I could see the same spark in his eyes that I had 

felt all those years ago. It was like no time had passed between us.  

We hugged each other tightly, and I could feel his warmth and hear his steady heartbeat. It was a feeling 

I never wanted to let go of.  

We spent the whole day catching up, reminiscing about old times, and making new memories. It was like 

we were back in our carefree days, with no worries or responsibilities.  

As the day came to an end, we promised to stay in touch and not let so much time pass between us 

again. I knew that no matter where life took us, our bond would always remain strong.  

Meeting him was a reminder of how precious true friendship is. And I was grateful to have him in my 

life.  

Tina suddenly opened her arms and hugged Chandler, burying  

her face deeply in his embrace.  

At this moment, the feeling of being embraced finally gave Tina a sense of reality.  



It’s not a dream, it’s real.  

She really saw Chandler again!  

“Why did you want to join the Quentin family?” Chandler’s voice sounded low and deep.  

“I have to stop you, the Quentin family is using you to lure out the Gu worms. It’s too risky, you don’t 

need to take such a risk to lure out the Gu worms!” Tina raised her head and looked at Chandler.  

“The size of the risk, big or small, is my concern and has nothing to do with you,” Chandler said 

indifferently. “Also, can you let go of my hand now? We are not in a relationship where we can hug like 

this.”  

Tina nibbled her lip and said, “I don’t think we’re in a relationship where we can’t hug each other. We’re 

still husband and wife, isn’t it natural for a wife to hug her husband? And besides, you’re my husband, 

how could your problems not  

concern me?”  

“At the moment the divorce agreement was signed, it was already the end of our marriage for me,” said 

Chandler.  

“Sorry!” Tina suddenly spoke up, “I was too impulsive back  

then. I shouldn’t have thought that you were deceiving me, and I didn’t even try to understand things 

from your perspective. You did everything you could! I’m sorry, I’m so sorry…”  

Tina kept apologizing, but Chandler remained indifferent.  

“Go back, you promised the Quentin family’s conditions. I’ve already talked to them and we can pretend 

it was never brought up!” Chandler said.  

Tina’s body stiffened suddenly: “I’m not going back! If I have to go back, then you’re coming with me!”  

As she spoke, she tightly grasped his clothes, determined to stay by his side.  

Looking at Tina like this, Chandler couldn’t help but sigh: “I will lure out the Gu worm here, and with the 

Quentin family, the risk is not as big as you think. So you can rest assured, this is good for both you and 

me! You don’t want us to have another child without love, just for the sake of curing me, right?”  

“No!” Tina exclaimed quickly. “It’s not that there is no love. I love you, Chandler. You love me too. So 

between us, there is love. But because of the child we had together, if that child knew about its birth, it 

could help relieve your pain, I believe it would also bring joy to him!”  

“You…” Chandler looked at Tina with confusion.  

“I didn’t do this out of pity for you, don’t even say that. I know that I love you, just like how Tina used to 

love you!” Tina said.  

“Are you really sure that your feelings for me are love? After losing your memory, we’ve only spent a 

little time together. Are you sure that in such a short time, you can fall in love with me again? And even 



after finding out that I deceived you, if it wasn’t for seeing me suffer from the pain of my curse, I can’t 

think of any other reason why you would pity me.” Chandler said.  

“Why is it impossible to fall in love? Sometimes, falling in love with someone only takes a moment, 

right?” Tina said. “Do I have to regain my past memories for you to believe that I love you?”  

Chapter 4319 Decision  

As I stood at the crossroads of my life, I knew that I had to make a decision. It was a pivotal moment, 

one that would shape my future and determine my fate.  

I took a deep breath and closed my eyes, trying to clear my mind of all distractions. I knew that this 

decision would not only affect me but also those around me. I couldn’t afford to make a mistake.  

After what felt like an eternity, I opened my eyes and made my choice. It was a difficult one, but I knew 

it was the right path for me. I couldn’t let fear or doubt hold me back any longer.  

With a newfound determination, I set off on my chosen path, ready to face whatever challenges lay 

ahead. This was my decision, and I was ready to embrace it with all my heart.  

“At some point?” Chandler suddenly chuckled  

self-deprecatingly. “So tell me, at which point did you fall in love with me?”  

Tina was speechless, at that moment?  

She realized that she had fallen in love with him, but it was more like she started to love him after 

getting to know him and all the little things about him.  

These little details, however, cannot be easily explained in just a  

“If you really want to know when and how I fell in love with you, I can take my time and tell you all 

about it. I can talk for as long as you want, but first, will you leave this place with me?”  

Staying here at the Quentin family’s place for even a moment longer made her feel like he could 

summon the Quentin family’s people at any time as if they were some kind of cursed creature.  

No matter what, she didn’t want him to take this risk!  

Chandler slowly lowered his gaze and said, “I will explain the situation to the Quentin family and have 

them send you away. This is a deal between me and the Quentin family, so please don’t get involved 

anymore!”  

Tina felt a pang of pain, he didn’t believe a word she said!  

And in the following days, Chandler left, leaving Tina alone in the room.  

When she tried to leave the room, she was stopped by the security personnel of the Quentin family.  

In other words, she can now freely move around in the room, but she can’t go anywhere else!  

“I need to see Lornell!” Tina exclaimed.  

This actually worked. Half an hour later, Lornell appeared in the  



room.  

When was Chandler supposed to release the Gu worms as agreed with the Quentin family?” Tina asked.  

“After his body examination, Lornell said.”  

“When will the results of his physical examination be available?” Tina asked again.  

“Today,” Lornell said with a half-smile.  

Tina was suddenly taken aback, “Are we going out today?”  

“If nothing unexpected happens, the ritual to summon the Gu worms should take place in about two or 

three days,” Lornell said.  

“Ritual?” Tina exclaimed in surprise.  

“Let’s call it a ritual, shall we? Do we really have to say surgery? After all, although it involves drawing 

some blood and performing some procedures on his body, there’s no need for an actual incision. He’ll 

just have to take the Quentin family’s secret medicine. Whether he can make it through and how many 

side effects he’ll have, it all depends on his luck,” Lornell said, then turned to Tina.  

“You must have failed in your conversation with him. He has already greeted my grandfather. I can 

escort you out now. The deal you mentioned before can be considered null and void,”  

Lornell said.  

“I don’t want to!” Tina exclaimed. “Now that I’m already in the Quentin family, I want to take Chandler 

with me when I leave. Don’t forget, you promised to help me with my affairs!”  

Tina emphasized the word “assist” on purpose!  

Lornell frowned, “If we do this, there’s no turning back. Are you sure you really want to do this? 

Chandler doesn’t even believe you have feelings for him now. Is it necessary for you to do this?”  

“Do you believe it or not, it’s his business. I’ll just do what I want to do!” Tina said.  

No matter what, she didn’t want him to take on such a huge risk.  

Lornell looked at Tina with a determined expression. After a moment, he said, “I can give you the 

medicine, but whether or not you want to drug Chandler is up to you. And remember, you must never 

mention my name afterward!”  

He definitely didn’t want to be chased by Chandler!  

Chapter 4320 Wanting to See Him  

I couldn’t stop thinking about him. Every moment, every breath, his face was imprinted in my mind. I 

longed to see him, to be in his presence once again.  

But fate seemed to be playing a cruel game with us. Our paths never seemed to cross, no matter how 

much I wished for it. It was as if the universe was conspiring to keep us apart.  



But I refused to give up. I would do whatever it takes to see him, even if it meant going against all odds. 

Because when I’m with him, everything else fades away. He is my world, my everything.  

I will find a way to see him, no matter what. Our love will conquer all obstacles, and we will be together, 

forever.  

“Great!” Tina agreed.  

Lornell left and after a while, he came back to her with a bottle  

of medicine.  

“Colorless and tasteless liquid, you can pour it on his food or in his drinking water and beverages, just a 

few drops should do the trick,” said Lornell.  

Tina furrowed her brows as she looked at the bottle of medicine in her hand. No matter how she looked 

at it, there were at least 50 milliliters of liquid inside.  

“Why are you giving me so much when all I need is a few drops?”  

“Consider it a gift, after all, it’s not like you can get pregnant in just one try,” Lornell said.  

“…Tina was speechless. Did he mean for her to use it multiple times?”  

“When can I see Chandler again?”  

Someone was guarding outside the room, so she couldn’t just move around freely.  

“Well, that will depend on your own abilities. If you get into any trouble, I’m sure Chandler will come to 

see you,” Lornell said.  

Tina raised an eyebrow. “Okay, then please tell Chandler that I fainted!”  

“…This time, the speechless one was Lornell.”  

“Please help me out, otherwise I won’t be able to have another child and you won’t be able to research 

anything.” Tina pleaded.  

Lornell reluctantly said, “Fine, I’ll help you this once.”  

“Thanks a lot!” Tina said.  

However, to her surprise,, no matter if she fainted or went on a hunger strike, Chandler just didn’t come 

to see her.  

Tina was gelling anxious. If things continued like this, she might not even get to see Chandler until the 

parasite was already out!  

In short, we can’t keep waiting like this anymore!  

Tina opened the door and walked out without hesitation.  

The security guard at the entrance of the Quentin family stopped me and said, “Miss Stephenson, 

without the owner’s orders, you cannot wander around!”  



“I want to see Chandler. If you don’t want me wandering around, just take me to where he is.”  

“Sorry!” The other person said as they reached out to grab Tina.  

Tina seemed to have anticipated it and immediately pulled open her collar, shouting loudly, “Someone is 

violating me!”  

Suddenly, the security guard’s face turned red and he quickly pulled back his hand, saying, “I didn’t do 

it!”  

Tina took advantage of the opportunity and quickly ran towards the other side. The two security guards 

immediately noticed and hurriedly chased after her.  

Tina looked around for the most crowded place and ran towards it. After all, her ultimate goal was to 

make a scene and force Chandler to see her!  

However, Tina’s body had only recently recovered, and her stamina was still weak. She hadn’t even run 

for long before being  

stopped by a group of security personnel.  

“Miss Stephenson is so amazing, causing such a commotion in the Quentin family!” A hoarse voice rang 

out.  

Tina looked up and saw an old man walking towards her. Behind him were a few people, including 

Lornell.  

Although Tina had never met the head of the Quentin family, Lornell’s grandfather, she could easily 

guess his identity from the way he carried himself.  

“I want to see Chandler,” Tina said, lifting her chin to hide any hint of fear.  

She was the daughter of the Stephenson family and also the wife of the Hunter family. She had enough 

status to have a conversation with the head of the Quentin family here!  

She had a valid reason for her request: “I am Chandler’s wife, and a wife should be able to see her 

husband without any problems, right?”  

 


